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MEET A TEAM MEMBER

Degree

MEng (Hons) Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering 

Role

Driverless Technical Manager & 
Low Voltage Systems Engineer

Industrial experience

Year-long placement at SAIC 
Motor UK Technical Centre & 
summer placement at Jaguar 

Land Rover

Fun Fact

Not known to have ever refused 
a curry

Uvindu Wijesinghe
During my second year of university, I heard about a new competition
team forming and was immediately drawn to it! I can’t imagine anything
better than working all day and all night with your friends to try and build
an electric race car!

The theoretical side of our degree is great, but being able to apply that
theory to real world problems really helps solidify the core principles of
engineering. We have to constantly consider cost and time implications,
which are concepts that we are somewhat abstracted away from in a
teaching environment.

TBRe has also helped me advance my understanding of electric cars
specifically, and also helped me develop a better understanding of the
mechanical considerations involved in developing a car in general. The
knowledge sharing between electrical and mechanical engineers have
been invaluable to all involved.

In addition to developing core electronics for our new 2019 car, I am
also the technical manager for our driverless car. I have the exciting
opportunity to spearhead the development of our autonomous systems
and gain a true understanding on the practical implications of deploying
these systems onto a real car.

I will be starting work at Jaguar Land Rover as an electronics and
software engineer. We are at the dawn of an era of fully electric and
autonomous vehicles. I am excited to contribute to the development of
these technologies and help make the future of transportation cleaner
and safer!

INTERVIEW

Why TBRe?

Future plans



CAR SECTION IN HIGHLIGHT

Charging Trolley

This Year’s Changes
For this year’s TBRe charging trolley, we have opted for a brand-new design with a greater
focus on ergonomics. The previous trolley was cumbersome, not rugged enough for the
competition environment, and it was difficult to access the accumulator.

This year, we are going with a lightweight 3-tier full aluminium profile structure, which is quick
and easy to construct and modify down the line. Its two rear castors are free to swivel, while
the front two are fixed and are part of the new cabled dead man brake assembly. The control
unit sits within the large touchscreen housing on the side of the trolley and can be stowed
away when the accumulator is being slid on or off the trolley. Other new features include
storage for 6 spare accumulator sub packs and an integrated tool chest.

As stipulated by regulations, the accumulator must be charged externally from the car. For
this we use a charging trolley, which not only allows us to meet all the regulations, but can
also be transported easily to wherever it is currently needed.

Progress
The CAD model is approximately 85%
complete – it remains for us to integrate the
low voltage systems, design the screen
assembly and finish up minor sizing details
for bolts etc. We anticipate a finished
model in 1 week, and to begin assembly of
the trolley in mid-May.



SPONSOR OF THE MONTH

Caterpillar Inc. is the world’s leading
manufacturer of construction and mining
equipment, diesel and natural gas
engines, industrial turbines and diesel-
electric locomotives. Sustainability – a
commitment to building a better world –
is core to their business. It recognises
progress involves a balance of
environmental stewardship, social
responsibility and economic growth

Caterpillar 

Caterpillar for TBRe

Caterpillar’s digital vision is transforming the way it does business; helping our customers save
time, money and resources by constantly improving machine productivity, reducing emissions
and offering safer working condition, through advancements in electrification, hybridisation and
autonomous vehicles!

Caterpillar has long associations with the University
of Bath, and has been very supportive of TRBe since
2017.

A trip to the Caterpillar site in Peterborough made it
very clear that the multidisciplinary skills (electrical,
mechatronics, mechanical) and team work required
to develop TBRe are in high demand within the
industry, and skills Caterpillar are looking for.

We are glad to continue the sponsorship between
Caterpillar and Team Bath Racing Electric for the
2019 season. Caterpillar will continue to provide
invaluable financial support and range of exciting
placement and graduate job opportunities!


